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PARQUET FLOORING AND WALL PANELING. 
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T 0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known ‘that we, ERNEST STUART 

DANIELS, a subject of the King of England, 
and HAROLD PITMAN ScHUcK, a citizen of 
the United States, residing, respectively, at 
TWashington, District of Columbia, and at 
East Orange, in the county of Essex and 
State of New Jersey, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Parquet 
Floorings and “fall Panelings; and we do 
hereby declare the following to be 'a full, 

_ clear, and exact description of the invention, 
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such as will enable others skilled in the art 
to which it appertains to make and use the 
same. ‘ 

This invention relates to flooring, and 
more particularly to what ' is commonly 
known as parquet ?ooring. 
The primary object of the invention is to 

provide ?ooring material constructed in sec 
tions having means rigid therewith for se 
curing together, by interlocking tongue and ' 
groove connections, a group or multiplic 
ity of sections in properly assembled relation 
to form a ?oor, without other fastening 
means than said interlocking connections. 
A further object is to provide ?ooring. 

material of the character referred to, 
adapted for use in constructing wall panels 
or paneled ceilings and the- like. 
The invention will ?rst be hereinafter 

more particularly described, with reference 
to the accompanying drawings, which are to 
be taken as apart of this speci?cation, and 
then pointed out in the claims at the end 
of the description. - 
In said drawings, Fig. 1 is a plan view, 

partly in section of a portion of a parquet 
?oor embodying our invention; one section 
being shown detached, partly in plan and 
partly in sectional view, in position for as 
sembling 0r uniting the same with two ad 
joining sections at one corner of the group; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a group of 
four sections of ?ooring material embody 
ing'our invention arranged in proper rela 
tion for assembling thegroup or a multiplic 
ity of sections; A v 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a portion 
of a wall panel or paneled ceiling composed 

I of a oup of sections of ?ooring material 
embodying our invention; and . 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of one of the 
sections shown in Fig. 3 detached; the near 
edge thereof being shown in section. 

Referring to said drawings, in which the 
same reference characters are used to denote 
corresponding parts in different views, the 
letters A, A, in Figs. land 2, denote com 
posite sections of ?ooring material con 
structed in accordance with our invention, 
and consisting, as shown, of planks or boards 
secured together edge to edge with the grain 
of the wood in each section running sub 
stantially at right angles to the running of 
the grain in any adjoining section so as to 
form practically an integral section of floor 
ing so constructed as to adapt a multiplicity 
of such sections to be assembled and rigidly 
secured together in such manner as to form 
a ?oor or wall panel without the use of nails, 
screws or other fastening means than the 
interlocking tongues and grooves with which 
the sections are provided. The sections may 
be of any desired form and size, either 
square or rectangular or octagonal, and any 
suitable material may be used to form the 
individual sections, either solid 01' composite. 
Preferably the sections consist of a number 
of boards or blocks of wood placed edge to 
edge and provided along the outer edges of 
the section with longitudinal grooves a, 
while the end portions thereof are provided 
with transverse grooves in which are secured 
strips 6 of wood, which are a little shorter 
than the length of the groove so as to pro 
vide projecting tongues at opposite ends of 
the-section adapted to ?t snugly within the 
longitudinal grooves of adjoining sections 
with the ends of the tongues flush with the 
bottoms of said longitudinal grooves, and 
secure the assembled sections together, in the 
manner-indicated in the drawings, so that 
when a group or multiplicity of sections are 
assembled in proper relation the entire 
group will be held together by the inter 
locking tongues and grooves without other 
fastening means. If desired, fastening 
strips overlying the edges of the assembled 
sections may be used, for greater security and ion 
to impart a more ?nished appearance to the 
?oor as a whole as shown at a1, Fig. 1. 
In Figs. 3 and 4 we have shown a group 

of sections A1 of ?ooring material somewhat 
larger than the sections shown in Figs. 1 ion 
and 2, which are used to form a wall panel, 
or the like, with the sections assembled in a 
vertical position, instead of a horizontal po 
sition, in which case it may be desirable to 
secure a fastening strip or board over the Mo 
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meeting edges of the assembled sections and 
extending the entire length of the group, as 
indicated by the dotted lines (12, Fig 3. The 
sections of flooring material may be con 
structed in different sizes, according to the 
wishes of the manufacturer or user, or to 
meet different requirements in practical use. 
For example, it is desirable that the sec 
tions used for the purpose of a parquet ?oor 
should be of smaller size than those used for 
a wall panel or a paneled ceiling. The sec 

' tions are preferably constructed of a series 
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of short and narrow boards having smooth 
adjoining edges and secured together edge 
to edge, in the manner indicated in the 
drawings, but if desired, the series of boards 
may be secured together by tongue and 
groove connections in addition to the trans 
verse strips. ~' 

I t will be observed that the longitudinal 
grooves extend along the edges of the section 
parallel with the grain of the wood, substan 
tially at right angles to the transverse 
grooves which extend substantially at right 
angles to the grain of the wood, and that the 
strips ?tted in said transverse grooves ex-. 
tend at an angle ‘to: the grain of the wood, 
thus producing a very substantial, strong 
and durable section of ?ooring material hav 
ing a neat and ?nished appearance and 
adapted for various uses-to which ?ooring 
material of the character described may be 
put. 
We desire it to’ be understood that-the 

word “?ooring” as used in the appended 
claims is intended to include not only ?oor 
ing material but Wall panels and paneled 
ceilings and various other structures in 
which our invention may be used. Further 
more, in the broader aspects of the inven 
tlon, for some purposes, other material than 
wood may be used to form similarly tongued 
and grooved ?ooring sections adapted to per 
form to a greater or less degree substantially 
the same function as sections composed en 
tirely of wood, and therefore we do not de 
sire to limit our invention to parquet '?oor 
ing or wall panels made entirely of wood, 
though wood is desirable and preferable, 
and in some cases indispensable to produce 
the best results. 
By the described construction we are en-g 

abled to produce‘ at comparatively little ex 
pense a nicely ?nished and durable ?ooring 
material, by the utilization of the heretofore 
unused and waste products of lumber, such 
as short pieces of flooring material, which 
are usually cast OE and used as ?re wood, 
and more particularly the utilization of hard 
but inexpensive wood,v such as gum lumber, 
which is un?t for use as ordinary ?ooring 
material, because of its natural tendency to 
warp and split, and which, for this reason, 
is sold at a very low price as compared with 
ordinary. ?ooring material. Furthermore, 
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the described reinforcement of the compo 
site sections by means of the transverse 
strips or tie-pieces inserted in grooves at op 
posite ends of a section serves to bind the 
several elements of the section ?rmly _to 
gether in such manner as to prevent warping 
and splitting and to form a practically in 
tegral structure with the grain of the wood 
in the major part of the section running at 
an angle, preferably substantially at right 
angles, to the grain of the wood in said 
stri or tie-pieces.‘ 

I aving thus described our invention, what 
we claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent of the United States is: 

1. A parquet ?ooring comprising individ 
ually formed sections of flooring material 
interlocked and held together in assembled 
relation by interlocking longitudinal and 
transverse tongue and groove connections 

the sections; the longitudinal 
grooves extending along opposite edges of 
the section at an angle to the tongues; the 
individual sections being composed of short 
pieces of boards secured together edge to 

in the ends of the respective boards; the 
ends, of the tongues terminating ?ush with 
the bottoms of the longitudinal grooves. 

2. A parquet ?ooring comprising individ- 9 
ually formed sections of ?ooring material 
compositely held together by transverse 
tongues, the several sections being held in 
assembled relation by longitudinal and 
transverse tongue and groove connections 
extending along the edges of adjacent sec 
tions, each individual section consisting of 
a plurality of boards joined together edge to 
edge by the tongues ?tting into said grooves 
with the grain of the wood in one section 105 
running substantially at right angles to the 
grain of the wood in adjoining sections. 

3. A parquet ?ooring composed of sub 
stantially square sections of ?ooring ma 
terial interlocked and held together in as- 110 
sembled relation by longitudinal and trans 
verse tongue and groove connections extend 
ing along the edges of adjacent sections, 
the individual sections consisting of a plu 
rality of boards joined together edge to edge 115 
with the grain ‘of the wood in one section 
running substantially at right angles to the 
grain of the wood in adjoining sections; 
said boards being secured together by strips 
of Wood ?tted in said transverse grooves at 120 
an angle to the grain of the wood so as to 
form projecting tongues at opposite ends 
of the boards adapted to enter the longitu 
dinal grooves of. adjacent sections and se-' 
cure the assembled sections together. 

4. Parquet ?ooring sections composed of ' 
wooden pieces having transverse grooves in 
opposite ends thereof running at an angle 
to the grain of the wood and longitudinal 
grooves in the edgesthereof running paral- 130 
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lel with the grain of the wood, and strips 
of wood inserted and ?xed in said transverse 
grooves with the outer edges thereof pro- b 
trudin 'so as to form tongues for insertion 
in the ongitudinal grooves of adjacent sec 
tions similarly constructed and assembled 
to form a floor or wall panel, the assembled 
sections being individually and compositely 
held in properly assembled relation; bysaid 
tongues and grooves without other fasten 
ing means. _ ' > - 

5. A parquet ?ooring section composed of 
wooden pieces having transverse groovesin 
opposite ends thereof runnin at an angle 
to the grain of the wood an longitudinal 
grooves in the edges thereof running paral 
lel with the grain of the wood, and strips 
of wood inserted and ?xed in said transverse 
grooves with the outer edges thereof pro 
truding so as to form tongues for insertion 
in the longitudinal grooves of adjacent sec- ‘ 
tions similarly constructed and assembled to 
form a floor or wall panel, the assembled 
sections being held in properly assembled 
relation by said tongues and grooves with 
out other fastening means; the grain of the 
wood in each section running at an angle to 
the grain of the wood in adjacent sections. 

6. A parquet ?ooring section consisting 
of several boards or blocks of wood placed 
edge to edge and having transverse regis 
tering grooves in opposite ends thereof and 
longitudinal grooves in the outer edges of 
the outer boards; said boards being secured 

35 together ‘by strips of wood inserted and 

?xed in said transverse grooves, the said 
‘strips protruding beyond the ends of the 
oards so as to orm tongues for insertion 

in the longitudinal‘ ooves of adjacent sec 
tions, whereby similarly constructed sec 
tions may be assembled to form a ?oor or 
wall panel and secured together by said 
tongues and grooves without other fasten 
in means. _ 

g. A parquet ?ooring section consisting 
of several boards'or blocks of wood place 
edge to edge and having transverse regis 
tering grooves in opposite ends thereof and 
longitudinal grooves in the outer edges of 
the outer boards; said boards being secured 
together by strips of wood inserted and 
?xed in said transverse grooves, the said 
strips protruding beyond the ends of the 
boards so as to ‘orm tongues for insertion 
in the longitudinal grooves of adjacent sec 
tions, whereby similarly constructed sec 
tions may be assembled .to form a ?oor or 
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wall panel and secured together by said‘ 
tongues and grooves without other fasten 
ing means; the grain of the wood in said 
strips running at an angle to the grain 
of the wood in said boards, and the grain 
of the wood in each of the assembled sec 
tions being adapted to run at‘ an angle to 
the grain of the wood in adjacent sections. . ' 
In ,testimon' whereof ‘we afiix our signa 

tures. v 

ERNEST STUART DANIELS. 
HAROLD PITMAN SCHUCK. 


